The car engine revs as SOMEONE drives too quickly.	Houses in a modest neighborhood seem to fly by the car’s windows.
DASIA (V.O.)
No!	Jax, no more...
Now MALE HANDS slowly and repeatedly slam the steering wheel of this car in frustration or anger...

FADE TO:

SLATE: EARLIER THAT DAY

INT. JAX AND DASIA'S HOUSE - MASTER BEDROOM - MORNING
Simple bedroom decorated with simple furniture.	Neat and clean, the room reveals inhabitants that don’t have much but take care of what is theirs.

Well-placed, framed pictures show a COUPLE: the way they look at each other like all is possible; the bright smiles on their glowing faces...they are obviously in love.
DASIA (V.O.)
(protests) Jax...

DASIA (30’s), the girl-next-door in the pictures, is propped up on the tidy bed, dressed in business casual.	Her tousled hair, lack of full make-up and outfit - one step below fashionable - completes the image of lower middle class.

JAX (30’s), casual but pressed - Dasia’s counterpart in the pictures and life - sits on the bed, facing her.

She holds onto him with her left hand; her plain wedding set catching the bit of morning light.
JAX
Shh, Dasia...
He focuses on carefully tying off her upper arm with rubber tubing while holding a filled syringe, clenched in his teeth.


...relax.
 JAX (CONT'D)
He gently rubs the raised vein, at the crick of her arm... Dasia focuses on Jax’s face:
 .

DASIA
You might as well fill that needle and finish this ‘cause it’s killin’ me that you’re my dealer...

Ignoring her, Jax inserts the tip of the needle quickly and efficiently into her arm.	He pushes on the plunger...
Dasia’s eyes close with the initial hit.
He rubs her face and her eyes open slowly, focusing as much as possible:


(beat)
 DASIA (CONT'D)
Somethin’ mus’ be wrong with this stash ‘cause I’m really seein’ you today...wrappin’ that rubber around my arm so gently, knowin’ just how to slide the needle in so it hurts as lil’ as possible...Tha’s how you show love, right - allowin’ as lil’ pain as possible?...
JAX
Dasia, stop; we’ll talk later.
DASIA
I will fight the wave; I will stay awake...until...you hear...me...
Dasia’s eyes close, and her breathing turns even in sleep.
Jax watches her for a time, care etched in his eyes.	He leans forward and kisses her like it’s the first time.
JAX
Have a good day at work, babe.
He leaves the room, with one more glance back. SLATE: 2 MONTHS BEFORE

INT. JAX AND DASIA'S HOUSE - MASTER BATHROOM
Basic bathroom coordinates with matching towel sets.
Dasia stands before “hers” at the his-and-hers vanity.	She pulls at her tired eyes, rubbing at dark circles.
Running a quick hand through untidy hair, she freezes. With the slightest of warning, she bends at the waist and
vomits violently...
Righting herself slowly, she stares at her image in the mirror.	Concern resonates in her eyes...

From the mirror’s reflection, her eyes are drawn to a framed picture of Jax and herself.	They embrace laughing, obviously captured in the midst of a celebration:

He wears a cheap tux well; she wears full make-up, her eyes sparkling to match the shiny material of her party dress...
JAX (V.O.)
No way, I was letting that guy dance with you, again...

EXT. ROOFTOP PARTY - DENVER, COLORADO - NIGHT (2015)
The rooftop is encased in canned music and ringed with twinkling lights to rival the stars.

Amidst an intimate group of PARTIERS adorned in the cardboard paraphernalia of New Year’s Eve 2015, Dasia - fresh face and a bit tipsy in her shiny dress - angles to acknowledge Jax.

Inches from her face, Dasia smiles and breathes in deep appreciating this guy wrapped up in the cheap tux.
DASIA
Oh yeah?
He remains close to talk above the ramble.	His eyes are glued to hers.

JAX
Definitely.	Not again.
She doesn’t move, fixed on his mischievous grin.
DASIA
Well, what were you prepared to do; ‘cause he’s actually a pretty good dancer?
They shift to watch the DANCER disappear into the throng.
JAX
Stew. A good dancer?	No way!
DASIA
Oh you know him?
He smiles.
JAX
(beat)
Dance with me one time and Stew will be a faint memory...
DASIA
That’s a pretty steep...
He steps back and bows halfway extending his hand.
JAX
Dance with me.
DASIA
I like your confidence...
She takes his hand; both of their smiles fail at the touch. He recovers first pulling her to the small dance floor.

He pulls her close, even though its an upbeat song, and she allows it.	They appear to have danced together forever.
DASIA (CONT'D)
You’re right.	I’m already forgetting, Stew.
JAX
Who?
DASIA
Your friend...
JAX
I’ve never seen that man before tonight!

She searches his eyes and then bursts into laughter.	He laughs also.

JAX (CONT'D)
Since I plan on spending many new years with you, I can’t lie on our first one!

PARTIER (O.S.)
Hey, you two!
They swing around to recognize the one calling them:
SNAP. The sound of the camera shutter cements the image in the bathroom picture...
BACK TO PRESENT DAY
as Dasia pulls her eyes from the picture and back to her worn complexion...


(CONT'D)
The SOUNDS OF upbeat music and ADULTS mingling and laughing support the bubbling house party...
PARTIER (O.S.)
Dasia, runnin’ low on liquid!
DASIA (O.S.)
That will never do!
FADE IN:

INT. JAX AND DASIA’S HOUSE - NIGHT
The mixed gathering of ADULTS

